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Shaun and Bitzer



Did you watch the film?
Fantastic! You’re ready to take part in our quiz

all about the plot or storyline of the film!
Fill in your answers below. You can write or type, draw

or ask someone to fill in your answers.

1 .Shaun and the sheep put the sleeping farmer in
a what?
 
2. Farmer hurts his head and gets taken to where?
 
 
3. To escape the animal catcher the sheep borrow
what from a charity shop?
 
 
4. In the restaurant what lands on a mans head?
 
 
5. Farmer becomes a very popular                     
 in the big city



6. Shaun and the dogs trick Trumper and lock
him in what?
 
  
7. The sheep send Farmer to sleep again and sit
him on a homemade what?
 
 
8. The caravan almost rolls away again, but
who pushes it back?
 
 
9. Trumper tries to throw Shaun in the quarry,
but who catches him?
 
 
10. Who does the stray dog go to live with?      
             





Sound in Shaun The

Sheep: The Movie

Nobody 
really talks

in the 
film

 have their own songs to
show their personality

The music really 
helps to show the

emotions in the film

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nvjS9xogiGw&list=OLAK5uy_kW0iGtncwVC

3a262H8bVNOpPIGC5KDSkA&index=1

Some 
characters

Trumpers 
shows 
he is
what?

Have a
listen to the
soundtrack

Who else's 
can you find?

What does
the music

tell us
about
them?



Farmer

Colour
him in 

to cheer 
him up!



Shaun couldn't save 

Farmer all by himself

WORKING AS A TEAM

Write or draw
about a time
 you worked 

as part of 
a team

But
 with

his
friends

help 
 Farmer

was 
safe!





 
There are many different types of animation. Traditional cell
animation uses images drawn or painted by hand, and computer
animation uses images created with computer hardware and
software. Stop-motion animation uses images created with objects
such as paper cut-outs or clay models.
 
 
Stop-motion animation is based on a simple process. The artist
places all of the objects to be animated in their initial positions. An
image of the objects is then captured on film or on another media
such as a memory card. Then the objects are moved to slightly
different positions and another image is recorded. Typically, this
process is repeated hundreds or even thousands of times.
 
Shaun The Sheep: The Movie is stop-motion animation. The
characters are made of clay that are moved tiny bit by tiny bit, with
images or pictures taken of each position. It took a very long time
to make the film!!l

Animated films do not have real people in them. Film with people in
are called live action. You can have a mix of both like Mary Poppins,

but these are not called animations.

ANIMATION IN FILMS

What is Animation?
This technique uses lots of images moved very quickly in order to
suggest motion. Try this: Imagine yourself holding a book and on
each page is a photograph of a cup on a table. You notice that
every picture is different, as if the photographer rotated the cup
slightly before capturing each image. When you flip quickly through
the pages, the cup appears to spin. This is a basic animation.

Stop-motion Animation


